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Abstract

Synchronized request workloads are becoming increasingly
common in today’s commodity clusters. Examples include
parallel reads/writes in cluster filesystems such as Lustre,
Panasas [6], or pNFS [5]; search queries sent to dozens
of nodes, with results returned for sorting [1]; or parallel
databases that harness multiple back-end nodes to process
parts of queries [3].

Recent work has shown that when using TCP for these
workloads, these networks experience Incast: a severe
throughput collapse due to TCP timeouts triggered by severe
losses at Ethernet switches [4]. One promising TCP-level
technique is to reduce the minimum retransmission (RTO)
duration by three orders of magnitude, from 200ms down
to microseconds. Previous work suggested these benefits in
simulation, but left unaddressed the more practical issues of
safety, overhead, and generality posed by this solution.

We show that the standard TCP implementation does
not provide fine-grained timers and cannot reduce the RTO
enough to avoid Incast; standard TCP implementations do
not keep track of time at microsecond granularity and thus
cannot timeout on timescales appropriate to cluster storage
environments.

In this work, we leverage high-resolution kernel timers [2]
to provide fine-grained, microsecond resolution TCP round-
trip-times and timeouts, demonstrating that TCP Incast can
be avoided for up to 47 concurrent senders (Figure 1). When
using the current “jiffy”-based TCP timers, the minimum re-
transmission timeout is bounded below by 5ms and results
in suboptimal throughput as one increases the number of
servers. As storage environments move towards 10Gbps Eth-
ernet with smaller round trip times, fine-grained TCP timers
are both necessary for and effective in avoiding Incast.

These techniques allow today’s cluster storage solutions
to continue to use TCP on commodity Ethernet hardware for
increasing stripe widths, while simultaneously avoiding TCP
Incast throughput collapse.
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Figure 1: TCP Incast: A throughput collapse occurs with
increased numbers of concurrent senders in a synchro-
nized TCP request. Reducing RTO to microsecond gran-
ularity alleviates Incast for up to 47 concurrent senders.
Measurements taken on a 48 Linux 2.6.28 nodes, all at-
tached to a single switch.
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